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The Five Week Course
The Five Week Course is an intensive period
of study covering all aspects of the work of
Scenic Painters and Scenic Artists. It’s been
used as a stepping stone into the industry by
many of our students and we place great
emphasis on preparing for the scenic jobs
market, preparing CV’s, portfolios and links
with potential employers
We ask for no qualifications and offer none at
the end of the courses. We find employers in
the industry are more interested in the quality
of work and the history of a painter, than the
letters after their name. We sometimes have
students referred to us by the National
Theatre, and Royal Opera House workshops,
as well as some of the college based courses.



The courses are run by James Rowse, a
scenic with over thirty years experience in the
industry. Students study in a working scenic
studio. We use a full range of scenic materials
and tools, all of which are included in the cost
of the course.
The studio is located in the village of Wickwar,
a few miles north east of Bristol. It’s on a bus
route so you can arrive by public transport and
accommodation is available at the local pub or
in the neighbouring towns of Wotton Under
Edge or Chipping Sodbury, (also on the bus
route.)

There is lots of information in this prospectus
and on the website but please do get in touch
directly if you have unanswered questions.



1) Decorating and Distressing

Bread and butter
scenic painting,
this is the kindof
worka scenic
painter is asked to
do every day.
We'll cover
preparingscenery,
(decorating, filling
sealing, sanding

and priming) hangingwall paper and basic
decorating. We'll lookat how to age down
scenery, distressing techniques, and using
crackle glaze. Each studentwill paint their
own corner of a grubby looking roomin the
worldʼs worst guest house!
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The first two weeks of the course are made up
of five x two day modules



2) Brick Finishes

During this module we'll create
bricks using texture and tape, using a
stencil and by paintingvacuum formed
mouldings. We'll create ceramic bricks
and if time allows, we'll add some
faded sign writing.
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3) Metal Finishes

The metal module will include finishes
such as galvanised tin,sheet steel, cast
iron, antique steel, bronze and copper
verdigris and gold and gildingwith dutch
metal (fake gold leaf.)
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4) Stone Finishes

The stone module will include finishes
such as slate flooring,flagstone floors,
roughand smoothconcrete, marble and
Portland stone. We may also include
granite if time allows.
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5) Wood Finishes

A selection of interiorand exteriorwood
finishes are included. We'll paintoak
and mahogany grainedpanels, create a
raised grain oak finish using texture,
some parquet flooringand an old
weathered fence post.
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Using a spray gun

Week three includes two more modules before
we start work on cloth painting.

We'll discuss the
range of spray
equipment used to
paintscenery and
the meritsof each
piece of equipment.
We'll also lookat
how a spray gun
works and how to
clean andmaintain
it.

Each studentwill completea series of
simple spraying exercises includingflat
colour, graduated tone, a masking exercise
and a trompel'oeil moulding. We'll go on to
paint some clouds if timeallows.
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Marking Out

This "Marking Out" module will explore
different ways ofmarkingoutscenery. We
will look at the use of stencils, pounces, and
other methods ofmechanically moving
elements of drawingaround a cloth. We will
also look at the use of digital projectors.
Students will markout a section of a
clothwhich was designed for a pantomimeat
the London Palladium.
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Cloth Painting.
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The remaining part of the five week course
focuses on painting backdrops. The first of
the two cloth projects involves working on
pantomime designs. We l̓l be working with
Designer Alexander McPherson who will
discuss the history of pantomime design.
He l̓l advise our students as they work from
his designs.

The second cloth project will allow students to
re-create part of an old master painting. A
great addition to the portfolio




